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SYSTEM D METHOD FOR UTILIZING A SURFACE FOR REMOTE

COLLABORATION

O L0

This disclosure relates generally to the field of

communications and, more particularly, to a system and

method for utilizing a surface for remote collaboration.

CKGRO

A user may wish to share written information with

others who, because of their location, cannot see the

writing tha the user is seeing or creating. Likewise,

the user may wish to collaborate with the others on the

writing that the user is seeing or creating. The others

may be remote from the user, such as in a different room,

or eve in a different city or state,

B E DESC y _ D A OO

For a more complete understanding of the present

disclosure, reference is now made to the following

description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, in which:

FIGURE 1 illustrates an example system for remote

collaboration, in accordance with certain embodiments of

the present disclosure;

FIGURES 2A--2D illustrate an example collaboration

region, in accordance with certain embodiments of the

present disclosure;

FIGURES 3A-3B illustrate an example surface for

collaboration, in accordance with certain embodiments of

the present disclosure; and



FIGURE 4 illustrates an example ethod for remote

collaboration, i n accordance with certain e bodi en of

the present disclosure.

DE . p _DESCRIPTION

In one embodiment , a method includes receiving, by a

processor, a first annotation corresponding to one or

more markings made by a first user within a first

collaboration region of a first surface. The first

surface is remote from a second surface. The method also

includes identifying, by the processor, a second

collaboration region on the second surface. The second

surface is proximate a camera. The method a so includes

displaying, by the processor, the first annotation in the

second collaboration region. The method also includes

creating, by the processor a second annotation

corresponding to one or more markings made by a second

user within the second collaboration region on the second

surface. The method also includes transmitting, by the

processor, the second annotation,

DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 1 illustrates an example system 100 for

remote collaboration, according to certain embodiments of

the present disclosure. In general, system 100 may allow

num ous ers 9, some or a l of whom m be in

different or remote locations, to participate in remote

collaboration. For example, system 00 may allow each

user 119 to see what remote users 119 are seeing or

drawing in the form of a projected image. System 00 may

also allow the user 9 to mark on the projected image

and allow the remote users 119 (e.g. user 11 b to see



the markings made by the user 119 (e.g. user 11 a

System 100 may then allow the remote users 119 to make

further markings, and so on. In this way, system 100 may

facilitate re ote collaboration between users 119. In

particular, system 100 may include one or more locations

10, one or more surfaces 112, one or more collaboration

regions 114, one or more cameras 116, one or more

projectors 118, one or more users 19, and a control

syste 121. Cameras 116, projectors 18 . and control

system 21 may be o u c ve y coupled by a network

130. In certain embodiments, control system 121 may

include one or more controllers 120, Controllers 12 may

also be comm unicat y coupled to network 130. In

certain embodiments, controllers 120 may be physically

remote from one another.

A s one example, user 119a may mark or draw within

co abo ation region 114o of surface 112a. These

markings may be captured by system 100 and projected onto

collaboration region 114d of surface 112b, where they can

be seen by user 119b. User 119b may make additional

markings within collaboration region 114d of surface

112b. These additional markings may be captured by

system 100 and projected onto collaboration region 1 4

of surface 112a, where they can be seen by user 119a. I n

a similar manner, additional markings made by either user

119 within their respective collaboration regions 14

wi l be displayed on the linked collaboration region 4

of the other user. Thus, system 100 may facilitate

collaboration between users 1 1 9a and 119b.

Locations 110 may be any place from which one or

more users 119 participate in remote collaboration. I

the example o FIGURE I , user I 9a is located at a first

location 110a, while user 119b is located at a second

location 110b, which is physically remote from the first



location 110a. For example, locations 110a and 110b may

be in different rooms in the same building. As another

example, locations 110a and 110b may on opposite sides o

a large room. A s a further example, locations 110a and

110b may be in different cities, states, and/or

countries. n certain other embodiments, multiple users

19 may be located in the first location 11 a and/or the

second location 110b. n further embodiments, one or

more additional users 119 may be located at a third

location 110 System 100 may include any suitable number

of locations 110, and any suitable number of users 119

may be located at each location 110, Location 110 may

include a conference room, an office, a home, or any

other suitable location.

Each location 110 may include a surface 112,

Surface 12 ay be any area onto which projector 13 may

project light and/or an image. In some embodiments,

surface 112 may be a f at surface, such as a wall, a

desk, a whiteboard, and/or a table. in other

embodiments surface 112 m.ay be contoured (i.e. three-

dimensional }, rather than flat. As one example, a model

of a person or animal could be used as a collaboration

surface. Such a surface could be useful, for example, in

medical applications. In certain embodiments, surface

112 may be, or include, a display device, such as a

television, computer monitory or electronic paper.

Each location 110 may also include a camera 116.

Camera 116 may be operable to capture an image of a or

a portion of surface 112, In some embodiments, camera

116 may be operable to capture a igh resolution image,

with a resolution of greater than 12 megapixels, for

example. In some embodiments, camera 1 6 may capture an

infrared image. Camera 116 may be equipped with a filter

that allows infrared light to pass through to the image



sensor but blocks light fro tine visible spectrum, and

a y b e equipped with infrared LED (ligh emitting diode)

modules and/or other infrared emitting sources to

illuminate surface 12 at the wavelength ( ) that may pass

through the filter Alternatively camera 116 may b e

equipped with an infrared lens and/or may b e an infrared

camera. in other embodiments, camera 116 may capture a

color image, in further embodiments, camera 116 may b e

operable to alternate between capturing an infrared image

and capturing a color image. For example, camera 116 may

av e a retractable filter and/or separate lenses. A s

another example, camera 116 may have an internal prism

which may separate incoming light so th a t both visible

and infrared light cou d b e captured simultaneously, n

alternative embodiment s , location 110 may have multiple

cameras 116, some of which are operable to capture

infrared images, and some o f which are operable to

capture color images, n certain embodiments, camera 116

may b e operable to capture a three-dimensional image o f

surface 112,

In certain embodiments, ca e ra 116 may b e operable

to image all or substantially all o f surface 112. In

other embodiments, multiple cameras 116 may b e used to

provide imaging coverage o f the entire surface 112. A s

one example, four cameras 116 may b e used, with each

camera 116 capturing a different quadrant o f surface 112,

The quadrants may b e overlapping or no -over lapping

according to particular needs. This disclosure

contemplates any suitable number o f cameras 116 at a

given location 110.

In certain embodiments, camera 16 may b e operable

to pan, tilt, and/or zoom when capturing an image.

Camera 116 may perform these operations in order to

dynamically adjust to a surface 112 that is non-static



and/or non-stationary. For exa p le these operations

b e performed in response signals received from

controller 120, w h ay track changes and/or movement

in surface 112,

Each location 1.10 m a also include projector 118.

Projector 118 may be operable to project light and/or an

image onto all or a portion of surface 112. n some

em bo m e ts projector 118 i ay remove infrared light from

the spectrum of the light being projected onto surface

112. For example, she lens of projector 118 may be

fitted with a filter tha blocks light within the

infrared spectrum.

in certain embodiments, projector 18 may be

operable to project onto ail or substantially ail of

surface 112, In other embodiments, multiple projectors

113 may be used to provide projection coverage o f the

entire surface 112. As one example, four projectors 118

may be used, with each projector 118 projecting onto a

different quadrant of surface 112. The quadrants may be

overlapping or non-overlapping, according to particular

needs. Th s disclosure contemplates any suitable number

of projectors 118 at a given location 10 ,

surface 112 may have one or more co abor t on

regions 114. A collaboration region 114 may be a portion

of surface 112 on which collaborative markings may be

captured and/ox displayed, n some embodiments, a piece

of paper may serve as a collaboration region 114. In

other e bodi en s collaboration regions 1 4 may be b uilt

into surface 112. A collabora region 1 4 may be

rectangular, square, o r any other suitable shape,

including a free-form shape.. user 119 may interact

with co aborat on region 4 by making one or more

markings in or collaboration region 114.

n certain embodiments, network 130 ma refer to any



interconnect ing system capable of transmitting audio,

video, signals, data, messages, or any combination of the

preceding. Network 120 may include a or a portion o a

public switched telephone network (PSTN), a public or

private data network, a local area network (LAN) , a

metropolitan area network (MAN) , a wide area network

), a local, regional, or global communication or

computer network such as the Internet, a wireline or

wireless network, a enterprise intranet, or any other

suitable communication link, including combinations

hereo ,

In some embodiments, control system 121 m a refer to

any suitable combination of hardware and/or software

implemented in one or more modules to process data and

provide the described functions and operations. I some

embodiments, the functions and operations described

herein may be performed by multiple control systems 21 .

In some embodiments, control system 121 may include, for

example, a mainframe, server, host computer, workstation,

web server, file server, a personal computer such as a

laptop, o r any other suitable device operable to process

data. In some embodiments, con tro l system 121 may

execute any suitable operating system such as IBM' s

zSeries/Operating System (s/OS), MS-DOS, PC-DOS, MAC-OS,

WINDOWS UNIX, Op MS , or any other appropriate

operating systems, including future operating systems.

In some embodiments, control system 121 may be a web

server running M icroso ' Internet Information Server™.

I general, control system 2 1. communicates with

cameras a b and prelectors 1 a b to facilitate

collaboration between users 119a-b. In certain

embodiments, control system 121 may include multiple

controllers 120, In the example of Ft O R 1 , controller

12 0a commun c s with camera 116a, projector 118a, and



controller 120b (via network 130) to facilitate

collaboration between users 119a~b, Likewise, in the

example of FIGURE 1 , controller 120b communicates with

camera 116b projector 118b f and controller 120a (via

network 130} to facilitate collaboration between users

119a-b. In some embodiments, each location 110 a ave

an associated controller 20 . In other embodiments,

control system 121 ay include only a single controller

120 for a l locations 110. This disclosure contemplates

any suitable nu ber of controllers 12 0 , according to

particular needs.

In s me embodiments, controller 120 may refer to any

suitable combination of hardware and/or software

implemented i one or more modules to process data and

provide the described functions and operations. n some

embodiments, the functions and operations described

herein may be performed by multiple controllers 120. In

some embodiments, controller 120 may include, for

example, a mainframe, server, host computer, workstation,

web server, file server, a personal computer such as a

laptop, or any other suitable device operable to process

data. n some embodiments, controller 120 may execute

any suitable operating system such as BM s

zSeries/Operating System z/ S ), MS-DOS, PC-DOS, MAC-OS,

WINDOWS, U X , OpenVMS, or any other appropriate

operating systems, including future operating systems.

n some embodiments, controller 20 may be a web server

running Microsoft's Internet Information Server™,

Controller 120 may include a processor 140 and

memory 50 in some embodiments. Memory 150 may refer to

any suitable device capable of storing and facilitating

retrieval of data and/or instructions. Examples of

memory 50 include computer memory (for example. Random

Access Memory (RAM) or Read Only Memory (ROM) , mass



storage edia (for example, a har disk), removable

storage media (for example, a Compact Dis ;C D or a

Digital Video Disk ;DVD; }, database and/or network

storage (for example, a server) and/or any other

volatile or non-volatile compute ---readable memory devioes

that store one or more tiles, lists, tables, or other

arrangements of information. .Although FIGURE 1

illustrates memory 150 as internal to controller 120, it

should be understood that memory 50 may be internal or

external to controller 12 , depending on particular

implementations , Also, memory 150 m be separate from

or integral to other memory devices to achieve any

suitable arrar;gem en t of memory devices for use in system

100.

Memory 150 is generally operable to store region

mapping module 5 , capture module 154, and annotations

156, Region mapping module 152 may provide the

nctio ality to allow controller 120 to identify and

track collaboration regions 114 on surface 12 Region

mapping module 2 generally refers to logic, rules,

algorithms, code, tables, and/or other suitable

instructions for performing the described functions and

operations. Capture module 54 may provide the

functionality to allow controller 150 to; create one or

more annotations 156 corresponding to one or more

markings on one or more collaboration regions 1 4 o f

surface 112. Capture module 154 generally refers to

logic, rules, algorithms, code., tables, and/or other

suitable instructions for performing the described

functions and operations. Annotations 154 may be any

suitable data that records one o more markings made by a

user 119 on one or more collaboration regions 114 of

surface 2

Memory 150 is comm unicat ely coupled to processor



1 40 , Processor 140 is generally operable to execute

logic stored 150 (including reqion mapping

odu le 152 and capture module 154; to facilitate

collaboration between users 11 according to the

disclosure. Processor 1 40 may include one or sore

microprocessors, controllers, or any other suitable

computing devices or resources. Processor 140 a y work,

either alone or with components of system 100, to provide

a portion or a l of the functionality o system 00

described herein. In some embodiments, processor 140 may

include, for example, any type of central processing unit

(CPU) .,

n operation, the stored logic (including region

mapping module 1 2 and capture m od e 54} .. when executed

b y processor 14 , facilitates collaboration between users

.119.

Region mapping module 152 may be operable when

executed b y processor 140 to identify and track one or

more collaboration regions 114 on surface 112. For

example, region mapping module 152 may detect that a user

119 has placed a piece o paper on surface 112. Region

mapping module 152 raay do this by com u a g one or

more camera control signals 160 to camera 116 and

receiving in response one or more image signals 2 ,

Region mapping module 152 may process the image signals

1 2 to locate edges i the image signals 1.62 using edge

detection algo thm s , such as a Canny edge detector.

Region mapping module 152 may then search for closed

paths or contours among the identified edges. f region

mapping module 2 identifies a closed path that Pas not

previously been designated as a collaboration region 114,

region mapping module 152 may designate the shape

corresponding to the closed path as a collaboration

re n 114 on e 12 . some embo e s , the



colors ard /o r patterns of surface 112 may be chosen to

create a high contrast w t a piece o paper or other

object placed on surface 1 2 .

Region mapping module 152 say request the approval

of user 119 before designating a new collaboration region

114 in some e bodimen For exa p , region app i g

odu le 152 may project virtual buttons next to the

proposed new collaboration region 114, allowing user 119

to accept or reject the new collaboration region 1 4 by

touching one of the projected buttons.

Region mapping module 152 may request that user 119

p ee a piece of paper on surf ace 112 , so that a new

collaboration region 1 4 may be created in some

embodiments. For example, if controller 120a receives a

notification that a new collaboration region 114b has

. een c reared on surface 1 2a d receives annotations 15

associated with that region from controller 120

controller 120a may need a collaboration region 1 4 on

surface 112a that may be linked w th the new

collaboration region 114b and where the received

annotations 56 may be projected. Once user 11 a places

a new piece of paper on surface 2 region mapping

module 155 may detect this and create a collaboration

region 1 4a on surface 112a. Region mapping module 152

may link collaboration region 1 1 4a with co abora on

region 114b and control projector 1 8a to project the

received annotations 156 associated with collabora o

region 114b onto collaboration region 114a ie g v a

projector control signal 164) .

Region mapping module 52 may be operable to track

any movements of the shape that corresponds to a

col bora on region 4 For example, a piece of

paper has been selected as a collaboration region 114,

region mapping module 152 may detect movements of the



paper, and update the collaboration regio 1 based on

the position and/or rotation of the piece of paper.

Region mapping rod ie may detect such ovement using the

collaboration region detection techniques described

above. I these detections are performed repeatedly,

such that only a s all amount of time elapses between

detections, a y given collaboration region 114 will

likely not move very ar . Thus, a collaboration

region 14 detected near a location where a known

collaboration region 1 4 was in the last detection cycle

may be determined to be a movement of that region,

especially if the regions are somewhat overlapping and/or

the know region is no longer detected in its last known

location. Additionally or alterna ely, region mapping

module 152 may detect movement and/or rotation of a known

collaboration region 14 based on the content withi the

collaboration region 1 4 (e.g. the markings on a piece of

paper. For example, region mapping module 152 may

correlate the changes between content in two successive

detection cycles and use features of the content as

landmarks to determine whether and to what extent a

particular collabora o region 14 has moved and/or

rotated ,

Region mapping module may thus preserve the

relationship between the physical region (e.g. the papers

and the image s ) being projected onto ana/or captured

from that region. n other words, as the paper is

rotated or moved, the image s projected onto it wil

rotate or move along with the paper. On the other hand,

as the paper s rotated or moved, the image s ) being

captured from it will not change, as they will still be

defined relative to the position and orientation of the

collaboration region 14 . Examples of this nctiona ty

will be described n greater detail i connection with



F G ES 3A---3B.

Capture odule 154 ay be operable when executed by

processor 140 o create one or ore annotations 156

corresponding to one or more markings on one or more

collaboration regions 114 of surface 112. Once a

collaboration region 114 has been identified and created

(e.g. region 114a) , capture module 154 may capture

markings made by a user 1 9 (e.g. user 119a) within the

collaboration region 114 in. real-time and create

annotations 156 corresponding to the captured markings.

These annotations 156 may be transmitted to a second

control 120 for projection onto a linked collaboration

region 114 (e.g. region 114b) for display to another user

(e.g. user 1 9b ) Capture module 154 may accomplish this

by sending one or more camera control signals 60 to and

receiving one or more image signals 162 fro camera 116.

n an embodiment where multiple cameras 16 provide

coverage of surface 112, capture module 154 selects the

appropriate camera or cameras 116 based on the location

of each collaboration region 114 and the respective

coverage areas of each camera 116.

Capture module 154 may be operable to capture only

physical markings within a co abo tion region 114,

rather than mages and/or light being projected onto

collaboration region 1 4 ii.e. from one or more

projectors 1 8). A.s one example, capture module 154 may

utilise camera 1 6 to capture an infrared image

surface 12 . .Because such an image will capture on y

trace amounts of light from the visible oot ru . it may

not contain images projected onto surface 2 by

projector 118. A s a result, the image may be captured

even when projector 116 s projecting images onto surface

1 2 . The resulting image may be black and white.

Capture m odu 154 may process the infrared image using



h known coordinates or locations of co bora on

regions 114 on surface 112 to identify one or more

markings within each collaboration region 14 . n some

embodiment , capture module 154 may create an annotation

156 corresponding to t e markings made in each

collaboration region 114. Altern ively capture module

154 may create multiple annotations 156 for each

collaboration region 11 or may create only a single

annotation 156 for multiple co aborat on regions 114.

In some embodiments, capture module 154 may vectorize the

infrared image. For example, capture module 154 may

represent the image using various points, lines, curves,

shapes, and/or polygons.

In other embodiments, rather than filtering out

infrared light at the projector 116 and capturing an

infrared image using era 118, capture module 154 may

select any wavelength or group of wavelengths to

distinguish content drawn on surface 112 from content

projected onto surface 2 . in other words, camera 1 8

could capture an image comprising any light of any

wavelengths not projected by projector 116, For example,

projector 116 may use three narrowband light emitting

diodes (LEDs) to project an RGB image (e.g. at 460 nm, ,

545 n ,, and 61? nm. } Camera 118 and/or capture module

154 may use a notch-filter to remove light at these

wavelengths from the captured image. This may allo

camera 118 to capture a color image of markings o n

surface 112 while avoiding capturing projected light on

surface 112, even while projector 16 is projecting onto

surface 112.

As a second example, capture module 154 may utilize

camera 116 to capture an image generated by camera 1 6

while projector 118 is not projecting light onto surface

12 . For example, capture module 154 may send one or



δ
o e projector control signals 164 to projector 118 to

cause projector 18 to briefly project no i age or o ly

white Light, while simultaneously sending one or more

camera control signals 160 to camera 116 to cause ca era

1 6 to capture an image during this time. Because no

image is being projected onto surface 112 during this

time, camera 116 may capture all visible light, which may

result in a color image of the physical markings on

surface 112. If the ti e period when projector 118 is

not projecting is relatively brief, it may be

imperceptible or virtually imperceptible to a user 119.

Capture module 154 may process the captured image using

the known coordinates or locations of co labora io

regions 114 on surface 1 2 to identify one or more

markings within each collaboration region 114. In some

embodiments, capture module 154 may create an annotation

56 corresponding to the markings made in each

collaboration region 114. Alternatively, capture module

154 may create multiple annotations 156 for each

collaboration region 14, or may create only a single

annotation 156 for multiple collaboration regions 114.

In some embodiments, capture module 154 may vectorise the

infrared image . For example, capture module 154 may

represent the image using various points, lines, curves,

shapes, and/ or poiyqons.

In some embodiments, system 00 may be ab e to

reduce the duration of the time period when projector 118

is not projecting by using synchronisation algorithms.

For example, camera 116 may use a global stutter sensor

.q . CCD or CMOS sensor) such that a pixels record

light simultaneously. The timing of the global shutter

sensor may be synchronized with LED lighting used by

camera 116 to illuminate surface 112 and /or collaboration

regions 114. In certain embodiments, the short duration



and synchronization allow higher instantaneous power

to be provided by the LEDs, which may allow for a sensor

integration · . on the order of 0.1 , In such a case,

it ay no be necessary to control the prelector 1 8 to

stop projecting onto surface 112 while the image is

aptured .

A s a third e p e capture module 154 may use both

of the above techniques interchangeably For example,

capture medule 154 may use he second example technique

to capture a high -resolution, color image a t set

intervals, and between these intervals, ay capture

numerous infrared images using the first example

technique. s another example, capture module 15 may

determine which technique to use based on a determination

of whether a user 119 is writing on surface 112 and/or in

a collaboration area 114 at t e time an image is to be

captured. For example, capture module 154 may capture a

color image during a time when a user 119 is not. writing

or marking on surface 112 and/or in. a collaboration area

114, but during a time when a user 119 is writing or

marking may capture an infrared image, n an embodiment

where multiple cameras 115 and/or projectors 118 are

used, capture /nod e may nearly simultaneously capture an

infrared image of one portion of surface 112 and a color

image of another portion of surface 112, based on the

activity occurring within collaboration regions 114

w ithi the respective portions.

Examples of the functionality of capture module 5

will be described in greater detail in connection with

FIGURES 3 3B ,

Once one or more annotations 55 have been created

by capture module 54 , controller 120 may transmit the

created annotations to one or more controllers 20 . In

e example of FIGURE 1 , controller 120a may have



captured markings in collaboration region 114a o surface

112a as annotation 156a. Controller 120a a then

tran s it annotation 156a to controller 12 b Controller

120b may identify the collaboration region 114 on surface

2b that s linked (or that. will be linked) with

collaboration region 1 4a on surface 112a, such as

collaboration region 114b. Controller 120b may then

project the markings from user 1 9a onto collaboration

reg io 4b (via projector 3b } for viewing by user

119b. If user 119b makes markings in collaboration

region 114b, capture module 1.54b may create an annotation

156b that captures these markings. Controller 120b may

transmit annotation 156b to controller 120a so that

controller 120a may project the markings from user 119b

onto collaboration region 114a (via projector 118a),

This process may continue in a similar manner, with

additional and/or updated annotations being created so

that markings made by either user 119 within a

collaboration region 114 will be captu red and projected

onto the linked coi laboratr on region 114 of the other

user 119. This process may be performed simultaneously

for any suitable number of collaboration regions 114 on.

each surface 112. Similarly, this process may b e scaled

to accommodate any number o f locations 110 surfaces 1 2 ,

users 119, and/or controllers 120, In other words, i

there are three users 119 using three different surfaces

112, three controllers 120 may exchange annotations 156

so that markings made b y each of the three users 1.19

within a collaboration region 114 will be captured and

projected onto the linked co abora on regions 114 o f

the other two users 119,

n certain embodiments, controller 20 may be

operable to produce a printed copy of the markings made

in one or more of the collaboration regions on one or



I

more surfaces 112 (e.g. via a printer communicatively

coupled to network 130,) For example, upon receiving a

request from a user 119, controller 120 may control the

printer to print any desired annotations 156,

In an embodiment where multiple projectors 118

provide coverage o t surface 12, controller 120 may

select the appropriate projector or projectors 16 to use

based on the location of each collaboration region 114

and the respective coverage areas of each projector 116.

In some embodi en controller 120 may be operable

to correct for distorting effects, such as those

introduced by the camera and/or the projector. For

example, controller 120 may apply keystone correction

algorithms to reduce the effects of a non-normal

projection angle between projector 116 and surface 112

and/or a non-normal angle between camera 118 a r d surface

112, another example, controller 120 may correct for

distortion caused by the lens and/or optics of projector

116 and/or camera 118.

In some embodiments, a non-normal angle between

camera 118 and surface 112 may be desirable, as it may

reduce the likelihood that the hand or pen of user 119

will block the line of sight of camera 118, which would

tend to obscure the markings on surface 112 and/or the

tip of a pen being used by user 119, In further

embodiments, multiple cameras 118 a t different non-normal

angles may be used to further reduce this likelihood.

in certain embodi en , at. one ore more locations

110, the projector 1 may nor be present, and the

surface 112 may include a display device, on which

collaboration regions may be created and/or

ident ed , A s one example, surface 1 2 may be a light

emitting diode (LED) display that transmits only visible

light through a glass or plastic window. User 119 could



mark on collaboration regions 114 creased on the window.

Rather tha project annotations 156 onto the

collaboration regions 114, controller 120 may control the

display device to display the annotations 156,

Controller 120 capture the markings made by user 119

using any of techniques described above, or any other

suitable technique. A s another example, surface 112 ay

be electronic paper that can display content using e--b.nk.

The e-ink may be colored e-ink which would not be visible

in an infrared i age . User 11 could. mark on

co abora on regions 114 created on the electronic

paper. Rattier than project annotations 156 onto the

c abor on regions 14 , controller 120 may dynamically

write annotations 156 onto the electronic paper.

Controller 120 may capture the markings made by user 119

using any o techniques described above, or any other

suitable technique ,

n some embodiments, controller 120 may allow users

119 to use an electronic document as a starting point for

collaboration. For example, controller 120 could

recognize a document designated as a collaboration region

114 as being a printed oopy of electronic document

(e.g. stored in memory 150 or elsewhere n system 10 .

Controller 120 may identify the electronic document based

on comparison with the image of collaboration region 114

(the printed document) captured by camera 16 . The

electronic document may be or higher resolution and/or

qualit than the image captured of the document captured

by camera 116. Controller 120 may use the electronic

document rather tha the captured image as the starting

point for collaboration, and proceed to capture a

transmit only subsequent annotations 156 (markings made

o the printed document by user 19}.

FIGURES 2.A-2D illustrate an example collaboration



region in accordance with certain embodiments of the

present disclosure. FIGURE 2A may represent a .

collaboration region 114 at a time when a projector s

projecting an image onto the region 114 and a user has

made markings in the region 114, Markings 202 may be

projected markings that were made by a remote user in a

collaboration region linked to collaboration region 114.

Markings 204 may be physical markings made by a local

user. an ordinary camera is used to capture an image

of region it may undesirably capture both markings

202 and markings 204. I markings 202 (created by the

remote user) were captured as being markings of the local

user and transmitted to the remote user, they would be

projected onto the physical markings 202 in the linked

region 114, which may create a feedback loop and/or an

undesirable image echo effect, FIGURE 23 may represent

the linked collabor on region 114 where markings 202

were made by the remote user.

Therefore, controller 20 may be operable to create

an annotation 156 that captures markings 204 , but does

not captures markings 202, FIGURE 2G may represen t

collaboration region 114 a t a time when a projector is

not projecting an image onto the- region 114,

Alternatively, FIGURE 2C may illustrate an infrared image

o collaboration region 114, which would not capture

m ings 202 projected by a projector. Thus, if an image

of collabo tion region 4 were captured either at a

time when markings 202 were not being pro e d or at any

time as a infrared image, only physical markings 204

would be captured. Because an .infrared image may be of

lower resolution than image captured when a projector

is not projecting, and may be in black and white rather

than in color, in some embodiments, it may be desirable

to alternate between these two techniques o capturing



markings 204. For example, high-resolution color images

can be captured at intervals and/or at times when a ocal

user is not marking in region 114 f and numerous infrared

images can be captured between these intervals. In some

erbod iv ent , at the remote srde the most recent

intermediate infrared image may be projected on top of

the most recent interval color image to provide updates

between high ·· resolution images. In some embodiments, the

interval color image may serve as a reference image, and

the intermediate infrared images may be processed to

capture only changes since the last captured image,

FIGURE 2D may represent a collaboration region 114

at a time when a user is marking, -writing, and/or

obscuring a portion of collaboration region 114. In

certain embodiments, controller 120 may be able to

recognize the tip o pen 208 and designate the area

around the tip as a high-frequency update region during

times when a user is marking and/or wr ing w hin

collaboration region 114, In certain embodiments,

intermediate infrared images may only be generated for a

portion of region 14, in order to decrease the a ount of

data that m as read from the camera, for example. For

instance, controller 120 may only generate, receive,

and/or process those portions of the infrared image that

are currently designated as high-frequency update

regions

In the example of FIGURE 2 , hand 206 and pen 208

are obscuring a portion of markings 202 and 204 from the

perspective of a camera that would capture an image of

region 114 It may be desirable to avoid capturing hand

2G6 and pen 208 when creasing annotation 5 . Controller

120 may accomplish this, for example, by capturing images

of region 114 only at times when if detects that a user

is not marking, writing, and/or obscuring a portion of



collaboration region 114 However, this may prevent a

user at a remote site from seeing what a user is writing

or drawing until the drawing is complete. Thus, in s e

e bodim high-resolution color ages may be captured

at times when a user is not writing, marking,- and/or

obscuring collaboration region 114, with infrared images

being captured at times when a user is writing, marking,

and/or obscuring region 114

In certain embodiments, con oller 120 may

distinguish markings 202-204 from hand 206 and/or pen

208. For example, controller 20 may identify skin tones

in the image or may detect changes and/or movement in the

captured image. As another example, controller 120 may

distinguish markings 202-204 from hand 200 and/or pen 208

by capturing a three-dimensional image of collaboration

region 114. The three-dimensional image may indicate

depth values, which represent a distance from the camera.

The three-dimensional image may be processed along with

an infrared image of the collaboration region 1 4 .

Portions of the three-dimensional image that are closer

than a determined distance threshold may be considered to

be above surface 112, while portions that are farther

away than the determined distance threshold may be

considered to be on surface 12 . The portions of the

three-dimensional image may correspond to portions of the

infrared image. Thus, portions of the three-dimensional

image above surface 112 may correspond to portions of the

infrared image at are obscured by hand 200 and/or pen

208. Controller 112 may apply a transparency mask to

these portions of the infrared image to reduce the

intensity of these portions, which are unlikely to convey

information about the content a user has drawn within

region 114. he transparency mask may also be used to

provide partial transparency, in certain embodiments



(e.g. displaying a stored high-resolution image with a

real-time "shadow hand" in the foreground }. On the other

hand, portions of the three-dimensional i age on surface

12 may correspond to portions of the infrared i aqe that

ccn;respond to the conten that should be captured in an

annotation 15 This technique may be used in

combination with the other techniques described above to

allow remote users to see what a user is writing or

drawing, even while the user s still writing. with

minimal disturbance to the image during the time when the

user's hand and/or pen obscure the content.

FIGURES 3A--3B illustrate an example surface 12a or

collabo tion i accordance with certain embodiments of

the present disclosure. In the example of FIGURES 3A-33,

a piece of paper on surface 112a has been designated as

collaboration region 114a, which includes markings 302,

First suppose markings 302 are physical markings

made by a user local to surface 1 2a . Con o l 20 may

create an annotation 156 corresponding to markings 302

and transmit it to other controllers 120. f the local-

user moves the piece of paper from its location in FIGURE

3A, to its location in FIGURE 3 , which involves both a

translation and a rotation, but does not make any

additional markings o the paper, the ew annotation 156

created by controller 120 should be bstan a ly

identical. Controller 20 will be ab e to detect the

movement of the papery as described above n connection

with FIGURE 1 Controller 20 will then update the

location of the co boration region 114a that

corresponds to the paper reflect th moveme

Because annotation 56 may be defined relative to the

underlying collaboration region 114a, as long as no new

markings are made within the region 114a, annotation 156

should be invariant to a movement or rotation of the



underlying region 114a. As a practical mattery this

eans that the loca l user' s movement of the paper wi l

have no effect on the im a ge g projected onto a linked

co abora on region on a res t surface. The remote

user ay not even be aware that the local user has moved

the piece of paper.

On the other hand, suppose markings 302 are

projected markings which correspond to markinqs made by a

remote user on a linked collaboration region 114. f the

local user moves the piece o f paper from its location i

FIGURE h , to its location in FIGURE 33 which involves

both a translation and a rotation, then controller 20

may alter the projected image so that it appears to

follow the movement and rotation. of the paper.

Controller 120 will then update the location of the

collaboration reqion 114a that corresponds to the paper

to reflect this movement. Because annotation 156 may be

defined relative to the underlying co abora o reqion

114a, the projection of annotation 56 onto collaboration

region 156 follow movements and rotations of the

underlying region 114a, In other words, if the region

1 4a rotates, the projected image should rotate similarly

and if the reqion 114a moves, the projected image should

move along with it. Thus, the projected markings may

maintain their relationship to the region 14a , just as

if they were physically printed on a page. As before,

the remote user' linked region 114 will be unaffected by

the local user's movements of collaboration region 1 4a

thoaqh the example of FIGURES 3A-3B illustrates

only a single collaboration reqion 114a, controller 20

may apply these same principles to track movement and

rotation of any suitable numb of collaboration regions

114 o n any given surface 112.

FIGURE 4 illustrates an example method 400 for



remote collaboration, in accordance with certain

ts of the present disclosure. The ethod begins

at step 402, where controller 120a detects whether a new

co abora on region 1 4 should be designated on surface

112a, For example, controller 120a a detect whether a

user has placed a piece of paper on surface 112a. If so,

the method proceeds to step 04 , If not, the method may

continue to wait at step 402 until a piece of paper is

detected, some embodiments, i a collaboration region

has already been designated, controller 120a may detect

any movement or rotation of the paper that corresponds to

the collaboration region 114a and update the

collaboration region 114a accordingly before proceeding

to step 404, This may be done using any of the

techniques described in connection with FIGURES 1 and 3A-

3B.

At step 404, controller 120a may create a first

annotation 156a corresponding to one or more markings

made by a first user within collaboration region 114a

using the techniques described in connection with FIGURES

1 and 2A---2D.

A t step 406, controller 120a may transmit the first

annotation. 156a to controller 120b, At step 408,

controller 120b may receive the first annotation 156a,

A t step 410, controller 120b detects whether a new

collaboration region 114 should be designated on surface

112b to be linked with the collaboration region 114 on

surface 112a (which corresponds to the received first

annotation 156a). For example, controller 120b may

detect whether a user has placed a piece of paper on

surface 112b, If so, the method proceeds to step 412,

If not, the method may continue to wait at step 410 until

a piece of paper is detected. Controller 120b may prompt

the user to place a piece of paper on surface: 112b so



that a collaboration region 114 ay be created to display

the raar kings corresponding to annotation 156a. In so e

emb m ts f if a collaboration region has already been

designated and linked, controller 120b may detect any

movement or rotation of the paper that corresponds to the

co abora on region 114b and update the col abor on

region 114b accordingly before proceeding to step 4 2 ,

This may be done using any of the techniques described i

connection with FIGURES 1 and - b .

At step 412, controller 120b may project. the

markings described in first annotation 156a onto the

linked co abor t on region 14 , A t step 414, controller

120b may create a second annotation 156b corresponding to

any markings a second user makes within collaboration

region II4a. This may be done using the techniques

described in connection with FIGURES 1 and 2 2D to avoid

capturing the prelected markings of the first user when

creating the second annotation I56b.

At step 416, controller 120b may m the second

annotation 156b to controller 120a. At step 418.

controller I20a may receive the second annotation 156b.

A t step 420, controller 120a projects the marking

described by the second annotation 1 6b onto the

collaboration region 114 on. surface il a . At th s point,

the first and second user should be looking at

substantially the same image in their respective linked

collaboration regions 114. Each should be able to see

his o her own markings, as well as the projected

markings of the other user .

The method may end after step 420, Alternatively,

the method may return to step 402 and repeat as many

times as desired, allowing for the designation of any

suitable number of collaboration regions 1 4 on each

surface 112, as we as the creation of any suitable



of annotat ns 156 within each collaboration

reg on

Although the present disclosure describes or

ustrates particular operations as occurring in a

particular order, the present disclosure co te plates any

suitable operations occurring in any suitable order.

Moreover, the present disclosure contemplates any

suitable operations being repeated one or more ti es in

any suitable order. Although the present disclosure

describes or illustrates particular operations as

occurring in sequence, the present disclosure

contermpiat.es any suitable operations occurring at

substan the same time and/or asynchronous where

appropriate. For instance, some of the steps performed

by controller 20a ay occur substantially simultaneously

with other steps beinq performed by controller 120b, even

though depicted as occurring sequentially in FIGURE 4 ,

Any suitable operation or sequence of operations

described or illustrated herein may be interrupted,

suspended, or otherwise controlled by another process,

such as an operating system or kernel, where appropriate.

The acts can operate in a operating system environment

or as stand-alone routines occupying al or a substantial

part of the system processing.

Although the present invention has been described in

several e o myriad changes, variations,

alterations, transformations, and modifications may be

suggested to one skilled in the art, and it is intended

that the present invention encompass such changes,

variations, alterations, transformations, and

modi ations as fal within the scope of the appended

c m



CLAIMED 5 :

1 , A system, comprising:

a first camera operable to image at least a portion

of a first surface;

a first projector operable to project onto the first

sur ce;

a second camera operable to mage a least a portion

of a second surface, the second surface remote from the

first surface;

a second projector operable to project onto the

second surface;

a control system communicatively coupled to the

first camera, the first projector, the second camera, and

the second projector, the control system operable to:

identify a first co abora on region on the

first surface, the first surface proximate the first

camera and the first projector;

create a first annotation corresponding to one

or more markings made by a first user within the

first collaboration region;

identify a second collaboration region on the

second surface, the second surface proximate the

second camera and the second projector;

control the second projector to project the

first annotation onto the second collaboration

reqi o ;

create a second annotation corresponding to one

or more rar ings made by a second user within the

second collaboration region on tne second surface;

and

control the first projector to project the

second annotation onto the first collaboration

reg io



The system of Clai 1 , wherein creating the

second annotation comprises identifying the one or ore

markings made by the second user b y processing an

infrared image of the second collaboration region, the

infrared image generated by the second camera while the

second projector is projecting the first annotation onto

the second collaboration region.

3 , The system of Claim l wherei creating the

second annotation comprises identifying the one or more

markings made by the second user by processing an image

of the second co abora o region , the image generated

by the second camera while the second projector is not

projecting the first annotation onto the second

collaboration region,

4 The syste of Claim 1 , wherein creating the

first annotation comprises;

detecting a movement of the first collaboration

region;

updating the first collaboration region based on the

movement; and

identifying the one or more markings made by the

first user within the updated first collaboration region.



5 . The syste of Claire 1 , further comprising a

third ca era operable to image at least a portion of the

second surface, and wherein creating the second

annotation comprises identifying the one or more markings

made by the second user, the identification comprising:

processing an infrared image of the second

collaboration region, the infrared image generated by the

second camera while the second projector is projecting

the first annotation onto the second collaboration

region; and

processing a color image o the second collaboration

region, the color image generated by the third camera

while the second projector is not projecting the first

annotation onto the second collaboration region,

The system of Claim 1 , wherein the control

system is further operable to:

identify a third collaboration region on the first

surface; and

create a third annotation corresponding to one or

more markings made by the first user within the third

coil.aborsi.tion region.



1 , The syste of Claim I , further comprising:

a third camera operaPle to image at least a portion

of a third surface, the third surface remote from the

first surface and from the second surface;

a third projector operable to project onto the third

surface; and

wherein the control system is communicatively

coupled to the third camera and the third projector and

s further operable to:

identify a third collabo tion region on the

third surface, the third surface proximate the third

camera and the third projector;

control the third projector to project the

first annotation and the second annotation onto the

third collaboration region; and

create a third annotation corresponding to one

or more markings made by a third user withi the

third collaboration region.

8 . The system of Claim 1 , wherein the control

system comprises a first controller and a second

con rol] .



sys te co p r ng :

a camera operable to image at least a portion of a

first surface;

a projector operable to project onto the first

surface; and

a controller com unic lively coupled to the camera

and the projector and operable to:

receive a first annotation corresponding to one

or r o re markings made by a first user within a first

collaboration region of a second surface, the second

surface remote from the first surface;

identify a second collaboration region on the

first surface, the first surface proximate the

camera and the projector;

control the projector to project the first

annotation onto the second co labora on region;

create a second annotation corresponding to one

or more markings made by a second user within the

second collaboration region on the first surface;

d

transmit the second annotation.

10, The system of Claim 9 wherein creating the

second annotation comprises:

determining whether the second user is marking

within the second collaboration region; and

identifying the one or more markings made by the

second user by processing an image of the second

collaboration region, the image generated by the camera

while the second user is not marking with in the second

collaboration region,

11 The syste of Claim 9 wherein controlling the

projector to project the first annotation comprises:



detecting a ove ent of the second collaboration

reg o ;

updating the second collaboration region based on

the movement; and

controlling the projector to project the first

annotation onto the updated second collaboration region,

2 . The system of Claim 9f wherein creating the

second annotation comprises identifying the one or more

markings made by the second user. the ident cation

compr ising

processing an infrared image of the second

collaboration region, the infrared image generated by the

camera while the projector is projecting the first

annotation onto the second collaboration region; and

processing a color image of the second collaboration

region, the color image generated by the camera wh e the

projector is not projecting the first annotation onto the

second co abora on region.

13, The ays ..em of Claim wherein the controller

is further operable to:

identify a third collaboration region on the first

sur c

create a third annotation corresponding to one or

more markings made by the second user within the third

collaboration region; and

transmit the th ird annotation.



14. The system of Clai 9 . wherein creating the

second annotation comprises:

detecting a movement of the second collaboration

reg n ;

updating the second collaboration region based on.

the movement; and

identifying the one or more markings ade by the

second user within the updated second collaboration

region .

5 . method, comprising

receiving, by a processor, a first annotation

corresponding to one or more markings made by a first

user within a first collaboration region of a first

surface, the first surface remote from a second surface;

identifying, b y the processor, a second

collaboration region on the second surface, the second

surface proximate a camera;

displaying, by the processor, the first annotation

in the second co abora on region;

creating, by the processor, a second annotation

corresponding to one or more markings made by a second

user within the second collaboration region on the second

surface; and

transmitting, by the processor, the second

annotat ion. ,

16. The method of Claim 15, wherein creating the

second annotation comprises identifying the one or more

markings . ade by the second user by processing a

wavelength filtered image of the second collaboration

region, the wavelength filtered image generated by the

camera while the first annotation is displayed in the

second collaboration region.



17 The ethod of Claim 5 , wherein creating the

second annotation comprises identifying the one or more

arki gs made by the second user by processing an image

o the second collaboration region the image generated

by the camera while the first annotation s not displayed

in the second co aboration region.

8 The method of Claim 15, wherein creating the

second annotation comprises:

determining whether the second user is marking

within the second collaboration region; and

identifying the one or more markings made y the

second user by processing an image of the second

collaboration region, the image generated by the camera

while the second user is not marking within the second

collaboration region,

19, The method of Claim 15 wherein the second

surface comprises a display device,

20, The method of Claim 19, wherein the display

device comprises one or more of:

a liquid crysta l display;

a light emitting diode display;

a cathode ray tube display;

a plasma display;

a computer monitor;

a television; and

electronic paper.
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